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Abstract
Diatoms are important contributors to marine primary production and the ocean carbon cycle, yet the molecular mechanisms
that regulate their acclimation and adaptation to temperature are poorly understood. Here we use a transcriptomic approach
to investigate the molecular mechanisms associated with temperature acclimation and adaptation in closely related colderand warmer-adapted diatom species. We ﬁnd evidence that evolutionary changes in baseline gene expression, which we
termed transcriptional investment or divestment, is a key mechanism used by diatoms to adapt to different growth
temperatures. Invested and divested pathways indicate that the maintenance of protein processing machinery and membrane
structure, important short-term physiological mechanisms used to respond to temperature changes, are key elements
associated with adaptation to different growth temperatures. Our results also indicate that evolutionary changes in the
transcriptional regulation of acetyl-CoA associated pathways, including lipid and branched chain amino acid metabolism, are
used by diatoms to balance photosynthetic light capture and metabolism with changes in growth temperature. Transcriptional
investment and divestment can provide a framework to identify mechanisms of acclimation and adaption to temperature.

Introduction
Ocean temperatures are projected to increase over the
coming century, with dramatic consequences for the marine
biosphere [1]. Ocean warming has profound effects on
marine phytoplankton, primary and export production, and
the capacity of the ocean to act as a carbon sink [2–7].
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Diatoms are responsible for about 20% of global net primary production and play important roles in carbon ﬂow
through marine food webs and in biogeochemical cycling
[8]. Evidence from the ﬁeld indicates temperature changes
may lead to changes in diatom biogeography [9–11] and
affect plankton phenology and coupling between trophic
levels [12]. Model projections for the year 2100 suggest
widespread restructuring of phytoplankton communities in
the subtropics and North Atlantic [13, 14], but considerable
uncertainty remains due to the evolutionary capacity of
microbes [10, 15]. Little is known about the molecular
consequences of changing temperature in diatoms and the
variability of these responses across taxa adapted to different temperature regimes.
Diatoms are found throughout the ocean in habitats
spanning the full range of observed temperatures. Each
individual species and even strains within species have their
own characteristic temperature performance curve [16],
reﬂecting evolutionary constraints and past adaptations to
its environmental regime [17]. Species with higher optimum
growth temperatures generally grow faster under ideal
conditions than those with lower optimum growth temperatures [17, 18]. Increasing temperature above a species’
growth optimum usually leads to a dramatic decrease in
growth rate, while an increase in temperature below the
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optimum has a much more gradual impact on growth rate
[16, 18]. Although the genomes of several model diatoms
have been sequenced [19–21], the molecular bases underlying these different thermal optima are largely unknown.
Organisms employ a range of molecular and physiological
responses to changes in temperature including shifts in fatty
acid composition [22, 23], the ratio of RNA to protein
[24, 25], the use of heat-shock proteins [26], and changes in
photosynthetic pigments and proteins like Rubisco in the
case of photoautotrophs [27, 28]. Heat tolerance in corals is
associated with constitutive changes in the expression of
genes that control these physiological responses to temperatures like the use of heat shock, an adaptation commonly termed frontloading [29]. We do not know the extent
to which these mechanisms are employed by diatoms for
thermal adaptation. Transcriptomics has been widely used
to investigate the responses of nonmodel phytoplankton to
environment changes [30], and with careful experimental
design, comparative transcriptomics can identify molecular
mechanisms of acclimation and adaptation [29, 31].
Chaetoceros is a diverse and abundant marine centric
planktonic diatom genus [32, 33]. Here we applied transcriptomics to two closely related Chaetoceros sp. with
distinct biogeographies and optimal growth temperature
(see “Materials and methods”) to study the molecular
mechanisms associated with temperature acclimation and
adaptation in marine diatoms. Speciﬁcally, we tested whether these closely related diatoms exhibited similar transcriptional responses to sub- and supra-optimal growth
temperatures or have divergent responses consistent with
evolutionary change in gene expression associated with the
evolution of different temperature optima. Furthermore, we
use comparative transcriptomics to identify genes and
pathways associated with temperature acclimation and
adaptation in Chaetoceros.

for 1–2 months before the experiment. Cultures were then
acclimated in mid-exponential growth phase in triplicate at
six additional temperatures ranging from 6 to 30 °C (average SD = 0.28 and average CV = 2%) for a minimum of
nine generations (9–56 generations for CCMP158 and
16–42 generations for CCMP160, an average of three
replicates) to determine the temperature performance curve.
Growth rates were determined from chlorophyll a (chl a)
ﬂuorescence [35]. Subsequently, the two species were cultured for cell composition and transcriptomic analyses.
These cultures were sampled after 27–49 generations (an
average of three replicates) in acclimated growth at three
experimental temperatures (see below). The experimental
temperatures (Fig. 1) were where the maximum growth rate
was achieved (Tmax), as well as suboptimal (Tsub, 12 °C for
CCMP158 and 19 °C for CCMP160) and supraoptimal
temperatures (Tsup, 22 °C for CCMP158 and 28 °C for
CCMP160) where growth rate was ~50% of Tmax (except
Tsup of CCMP160, where growth was 86% of Tmax because
CCMP160 was not able to grow at 29 °C under our
experiment conditions). The growth rate typically varied
between 0.5% and 12% over the course of the experiment,
with no evidence of temporal trend in growth rate. We
propose that different Tmax of the two species indicate that
they are evolutionarily adapted to different temperature
regimes; CCMP158 whose Tmax is 16 °C is deﬁned as the
colder-adapted species, while the CCMP160 whose Tmax is
25 °C is deﬁned as the warmer-adapted species. Cell
counting was performed using Sedgewick–Rafter chamber
(Wildco, Buffalo, NY, USA).

Materials and methods
Culture conditions and sampling
Two strains of Chaetoceros sp., CCMP158, and CCMP160
were acquired from the National Center for Marine Algae
and Microbiota. CCMP158 was isolated from St. Margarets
Bay, Nova Scotia, Canada (44.57 °N 64 °W) and maintained under 14 °C in the culture collection since 1982,
while CCMP160 was isolated from the Bay of Marseilles,
France (43.3 °N 5.4 °E), and maintained under 24 °C in the
culture collection also since 1982. We grew the two species
in f/2 + Si medium [34] under continuous light of 389 ± 27
(SD) μmol photons m−2 s−1. CCMP158 was maintained
under 16 °C, and CCMP160 was maintained under 25 °C

Fig. 1 Steady-state growth rate (d–1) of Chaetoceros CCMP158 (open
circles) and CCMP160 (ﬁlled circles) as 2a function of temperature. The
temperature response curve μ ¼ ebðtt0 Þ (line) was ﬁt using brms [79]
and added to each growth curve, along with the predicted uncertainty
interval of the response (shaded regions). CCMP160 did not grow at
29.6 °C and that data point was not included in the regression model
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Molecular biochemistry and photophysiology
For biochemical analyses, 50 mL of culture was collected by
ﬁltration at low pressure (5 PSI) on 0.8 μm polycarbonate ﬁlters, except samples for chl a for which Whatman GF/F ﬁlters
were used. Protein and RNA were extracted and quantiﬁed by
colorimetry and ﬂuorometry, respectively, as described in [36].
Total cellular RNA was quantiﬁed using the method Berdalet
et al. [37] with bead milling used during the extraction. Cellular
chl a concentration was determined by methanol extraction and
spectrophotometry [38]. Parameters of photosystem II photochemistry were measured using Fast repetition rate ﬂuorometry
(Photon Systems Instruments Fluorometer FL3500, Drasov,
Czech Republic). Measurements were taken using a blue
single-turnover saturating ﬂash train after 30 s intervals of
red + blue actinic light increasing in intensity from 0 to
254 μmol photons m−2 s−2. Nonphotochemical quenching
(NPQ) is calculated as (Fm−Fm′)/Fm′ [39] using Fm′ value
under 254 μmol photons m−2 s−2. Cell volume was estimated
from linear dimensions of images of cells taken at 200×
magniﬁcation following Hillebrand et al. (1999) using ImageJ
(http://imagej.nih.gov/ij/).

Transcriptomics
Total RNA was extracted using the RNeasy Plant Mini Kit
(Qiagen, Venlo, The Netherlands) following the manufacturer instructions. mRNA was sequenced using Illumina
HiSeq 2000 by the Genome Quebec Innovation Centre
using the TruSeq mRNA stranded library preparation protocols for 100 bp paired-end reads. The quality of the raw
reads was checked using FASTQC version 3. PhiX contamination [40] was removed before assembly. Raw reads
were then mapped to the PhiX genome using Bowtie2
version 2.2.9 (–local –very-sensitive) [41] and the unmapped reads were outputted using samtools version 1.3.1 [42].
The ﬁrst 12 nt from the 5′ end of the reads [43] and the 3′
adapter fragments were removed using cutadapt version
1.10 [44]. Sequences between 25 nt and 80 nt were reserved
and paired using Trimmomatic version 0.36 [45]. Unpaired
reads were included with the left reads of the paired fragments for assembly. Assemblies were conducted for each
species. Left reads and right reads from all samples were
merged and normalized using Trinity’s version 2.2.0 [46] in
silico normalization. Normalized left and right reads were
then assembled into contigs using Trinity’s paired-end
mode using default parameters according to [47]. Sequences
reported by the contamination screen during National
Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) TSA (transcriptome shotgun assembly) sequence database submission
were removed from the transcriptome. Cleaned and trimmed
reads of each sample were mapped to the corresponding
assembled transcriptomes of each species using Bowtie2

version 2.2.9 (-a –rdg 6,5 –rfg 6,5 –score-min L,−0.6,−0.4
–no-mixed). Transcript abundance estimates were obtained
with eXpress version 1.5.1 [48]. Genes with counts > 0 in at
least two of three replicates at any temperature condition
were used in differentially expressed gene analysis with
DESeq2 [49] using the script from Trinity. Genes at Tsub or
Tsup for each species were identiﬁed as differentially
expressed if they had a log-fold change different from zero
as compared to their expression level at Tmax with a false
discovery rate adjusted p-value < 0.01.
All genes were grouped into nine possible patterns of
differential expression at Tsub and Tsup relative to Tmax
(Table 1). Genes that are downregulated only at Tsup in the
colder-adapted species and only at Tsub in the warmeradapted species were described as potentially invested.
Similarly, genes that are upregulated only at Tsup in the
colder-adapted species and only at Tsub in the warmeradapted species were described as potentially divested. The
assembled transcriptomes and predicted coding regions
from TransDecoder version 3.0.0 (http://transdecoder.
github.io) were annotated with blastx and blastp against
the Swiss-prot database release 2016.08 [50, 51] using
BLAST+ [52]. KEGG [53] identiﬁcation of each annotated
gene was obtained from both the UniProt database and the
GhostKOALA service [54]. KEGG pathways and Brite
categories were selected for KEGG enrichment analyses
from the following categories: metabolism, genetic information processing, environmental information processing,
and cellular processes. Pathways with less than ten annotated KEGG orthology identiﬁers (KO IDs) in either species were removed from calculation. A pathway or Brite
category was considered signiﬁcantly enriched in differentially regulated and invested/divested KO IDs using a
hypergeometric distribution test if the probability of
obtaining the observed number, m, or more, of differentially regulated KO IDs in that pathway or Brite was low.
We used a test of p < 0.05 with a false discovery rate
correction [55], where

p¼

Xn
k¼m

M
k




NM

nk

N
n


;

ð1Þ

and N is the total number of KO IDs, n is the number of KO
IDs in the selected pathway, and M is the total number of
differentially regulated KO IDs.
All the raw read ﬁles (see Supplementary dataset 1 for
SRA accessions), assembled transcriptomes [TSA accession: GHAM00000000 (CCMP158) and GHAN00000000
(CCMP160)], and gene expression data (GEO accession:
GSE125205) are available through NCBI (BioProject:
PRJNA495610).
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Table 1 Description and interpretation of the nine possible patterns of differential expression at sub- and supra-optimal temperatures relative to the
optimal temperature for growth
General description

Temperature
Growth rate

Differential
expression
pattern

Expression level

Differentially expressed genes

Tsub

Tsup

↓

↑

Increases with temperature

0.1% (39)

0.1% (40)

↑

↓

Decreases with temperature*

0.3% (113)

0.2% (46)

↓

↓

Positively linked to growth rate

0.6% (247)

0.2% (46)

↑

CCMP158

CCMP160

↑

Negatively linked to growth rate

0.1% (35)

0.1% (33)

↑

Divested in colder-adapted species*

2.8% (1190)

1.2% (340)

↓

Invested in colder-adapted species*

2.8% (1193)

1.1% (297)

↓

Invested in warmer-adapted species*

0.8% (317)

3.3% (919)

↑

*

Differential expression in only one treatment

No differential expression

*

Divested in warmer-adapted species
No effect of temperature

0.9% (397)

2.8% (773)

91.6% (38517)

91.0% (25086)

The last two columns list the percentage (and number) of genes for each pattern and each species (colder-adapted CCMP158 and warmer-adapted
CCMP160). A star in the Expression level column indicates the fraction of differentially expressed genes differs between species (χ2, p < 0.05,
Supplementary Table 2)

Results
Inﬂuence of growth temperature on physiology,
biochemical composition, and cell size
The colder-adapted species CCMP158 (Tmax = 16 °C) had a
lower growth rate and lower temperature of maximum
growth rate (Tmax) than the warmer-adapted species
CCMP160 (Tmax = 25 °C) (Fig. 1 and Table 2). The growth
rates under Tsub of each species (12 °C for CCMP158 and
19 °C for CCMP160) and Tsup of CCMP158 (22 °C) were
~50% of their maximum growth rates, while under Tsup for
CCMP160 (28 °C), the growth rate was 86% of its maximum (Fig. 1 and Table 2). The two species differ in their
photosynthetic physiology and biochemical composition
at their optimal growth temperatures as well as in their
acclimated response to sub- and supra-optimal growth
temperatures. NPQ was signiﬁcantly higher in the colderadapted species (0.22–0.3) than the warmer-adapted species
(0.1–0.16), but there were no obvious trends with growth
temperature within either species (Table 2). The chl a
content per cell volume (fg µm−3) increased in CCMP158
with temperature but varied very little with the temperature
in CCMP160 (Table 2). The chl a content per cell volume
was higher in the warmer-adapted species than the colderadapted species under Tsub and Tmax but there was no difference at Tsup (Table 2). The changes in RNA and protein
content per volume were not statistically signiﬁcant with
temperature in either species except for the signiﬁcant
increase of RNA content per cell volume in CCMP160 from
Tsub to Tmax (Table 2). The RNA and protein content per
volume was higher in CCMP160 than in CCMP158 at
corresponding Tmax and Tsub but not Tsup (Table 2). RNA:

Protein was signiﬁcantly lower at Tmax in CCMP158 than at
Tmax for CCMP160 and decreased in CCMP158 but
increased in CCMP160 with growth temperature, but this
trend was not statistically signiﬁcant (p < 0.05). The cell
volume of the colder-adapted species was nearly 2.5 times
larger than the warmer-adapted species at their respective
Tmax. The cell volume of CCMP158 increased with
decreasing temperature, while the cell volume of CCMP160
increased with increasing temperature, but these trends were
not statistically signiﬁcant (p < 0.05).

Gene identiﬁcation and annotation
The de novo assembly yielded 42,048 and 27,580 genes in
CCMP158 and CCMP160, respectively (bioinformatics
summary, see Supplementary Table 1 and Supplementary
dataset 1). A total of 24.1% of the genes in CCMP158 and
25.8% of the genes in CCMP160 were assigned KEGG
annotations. A total of 3569 KO IDs and 4913 OrthoMCL
groups are common to both species (Supplementary Fig. 1a,
b), and 2032 KO IDs and 3583 OrthoMCL groups are
shared with the model diatoms Thalassiosira pseudonana
and Phaeodactylum tricornutum (Supplementary Fig. 1a,
b). The taxonomy results from GhostKOALA show no
signiﬁcant addition of bacterial, archaeal, and fungal
sequences to the two de novo assembled transcriptomes
(Supplementary Fig 1c).

Differential gene expression in response to
temperature
Overall, 7% of assembled genes were differentially expressed
under Tsup and 3% were differentially expressed under Tsub
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Table 2 Mean physiological, biochemical, and morphological response to growth temperature in a colder- (CCMP158) and warmer-adapted
(CCMP160) Chaetoceros species
CCMP158
Tmax

Tsub
Growth rate (d−1) (±1 s.d.)

0.78a, b (0.04)
a

NPQ (±1 s.d.)

0.30 (0.05)
–3

Chlorophyll-a (fg µm ) ( ± 1 s.d.)
–3

RNA (fg µm ) (±1 s.d.)
Protein (fg µm–3) (±1 s.d.)
RNA:Protein (±1 s.d.)
3

Cell volume (μm ) (±1 s.e.)

CCMP160

b

1.4 (0.1)
a

Tsup

1.17a (0.02)
a

0.30 (0.03)
a

1.8 (0.2)
a

Tsub

Tmax

0.56a, b (0.01)

1.06a, b (0.03)

a

a

0.22 (0.06)

0.10 (0.02)

2.6 (0.9)

2.3 (0.6)
a, b

1.41a, b (0.09)

a

0.11a (0.04)

a

2.9 (1.2)

0.16 (0.01)
2.8 (0.5)
a

2.7 (0.1)

2.8 (1.0)

3.7 (2.2)

9.5 (1.4)

8.2 (4.9)

70.7a (23.5)

102.6 (38.4)

112.7a (32.7)

117.9a (19.7)

113.1 (47.8)

0.06 (0.01)

0.04a (0.01)

0.04 (0.01)

0.05 (0.02)

0.08a (0.02)

0.08 (0.06)

556a (38)

937 (222)

1696

(44)

a

1360 (100)

b

969 (53)

a

(2.0)

1.63a (0.05)

49.6a (12.2)
a, b

5.8

Tsup

452 (85)

NPQ (non-photochemical quenching) at 254 μmol photons m−2 s−2
a

Signiﬁcantly different across species (t-test, p ≤ 0.05)
Signiﬁcantly different from Tmax within species (t-test, p ≤ 0.05)

b

(Supplementary Table 1) in CCMP158. In contract, in
CCMP160, 3% of assembled genes were differentially
expressed under Tsup and 7% were differentially expressed
under Tsub (Supplementary Table 1). The expression of all the
assembled genes are grouped into nine different patterns
across Tsub and Tsup in each species (Table 1). In the colderadapted CCMP158, the majority (67.4%) of differentially
expressed genes were differentially expressed only at the
higher temperature (Tsup), while a similar majority (67.8%) of
differentially expressed genes were differentially expressed
exclusively at the lower temperature (Tsub) in the warmeradapted CCMP160 (Table 1). We deﬁne these differentially
expressed genes as potentially invested or divested.

Identiﬁcation of metabolic pathways associated
with acclimation and adaptation to different
temperatures
In the colder-adapted species, glycolysis/gluconeogenesis
and the citrate cycle were upregulated, while chaperones
and folding catalysts, as well as protein processing in the
endoplasmic reticulum (ER) were downregulated under Tsub
relative to Tmax (Table 3, KO counts and p-values, see
Supplementary dataset 2). Cell cycle, DNA repair, and
recombination proteins were upregulated, while amino acid
related enzymes, photosynthesis, photosynthesis proteins,
porphyrin and chlorophyll metabolism, fatty acid biosynthesis, lipid biosynthesis protein, chaperones and folding
catalysts, proteasome, ribosome, RNA transporter, and
translation factors were downregulated at Tsup relative to
Tmax. By contrast, in the warmer-adapted species, the spliceosome and ribosome biogenesis were upregulated and
fatty acid degradation, valine, leucine and isoleucine
degradation, chaperones and folding catalysts, proteasome,
and peptidases were downregulated under Tsub relative to

Tmax (Table 3). The ubiquitin system and protein processing
in the ER were upregulated, while lysine biosynthesis was
downregulated under Tsup relative to Tmax. Several of these
pathways exhibited patterns of expression that are consistent with temperature-induced evolutionary investment or
divestment (Table 3). All the pathways that were downregulated under Tsup except chaperones and folding catalysts
in the colder-adapted species were identiﬁed as potentially
invested. Biosynthesis of unsaturated fatty acids and proteasome [PATH:ko03050] were also potentially invested in
the colder-adapted species. The cell-cycle pathway [PATH:
ko04111] was divested in the colder-adapted species
(Table 3). Divested genes were mainly regulatory proteins/
protein complexes of the S and mitotic phases of the cell
cycle (Supplementary Table 3 and Supplementary Fig 2).
All the pathways that were downregulated under Tsub in the
warmer-adapted species were invested. The spliceosome
and ribosome biogenesis were divested in the warmeradapted species.

Discussion
Life has adapted to thrive under much of the range of
ambient temperatures found on the Earth, but most species
have specialized to live at a narrow subset of Earth’s
broader temperature range [6]. Species with higher optimal
growth temperatures generally have higher intrinsic growth
rates under optimal conditions. Exposure to colder suboptimal or warmer supraoptimal growth temperatures
induces energetic, metabolic, and redox imbalances that
trigger a series of intracellular stresses and compensatory
responses. We used a comparative transcriptomic analysis
of two closely related Chaetoceros sp. with different optimal growth temperatures (Tmax) to identify molecular
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Table 3 Signiﬁcantly enriched upregulated (upward arrows) and downregulated (downward arrows) pathways relative to the optimal growth
temperature in the colder- (CCMP158) and warmer-adapted (CCMP160) Chaetoceros species
Biological processes

KEGG pathway and BRITE categories

CCMP158
Tsub

Amino acid metabolism

Amino acid related enzymes [BR:ko01007]a

CCMP160
Tmax

Tsup

Tsub

Tmax

I

↓
↓

I

↓

I

↓

↓

I

↓

↓

I

↓

I

↓

Lysine biosynthesis [PATH:ko00300]b
Valine, leucine, and isoleucine degradation
[PATH:ko00280]c
Carbohydrate metabolism

Energy metabolism

Lipid metabolism

Citrate cycle (TCA cycle) [PATH:ko00020]

↑

Glycolysis/Gluconeogenesis [PATH:
ko00010]

↑

Photosynthesis [PATH:ko00195]

I

↓

Photosynthesis proteins [BR:ko00194]

I

↓

Porphyrin and chlorophyll metabolism
[PATH:ko00860]

I

↓

Biosynthesis of unsaturated fatty acids
[PATH:ko01040]

I

Fatty acid biosynthesis [PATH:ko00061]

I

↓

I

↓

Fatty acid degradation [PATH:ko00071]
Lipid biosynthesis protein [BR:ko01004]d
Folding, sorting, and
degradation

Chaperones and folding catalysts [BR:
ko03110]

↓

Proteasome [BR:ko03051]

I

Proteasome [PATH:ko03050]
Protein processing in endoplasmic reticulum
[PATH:ko04141]

I
↓

↑
↑

Ubiquitin system [BR:ko04121]
↓

Peptidases [BR:ko01002]
Cell growth and death

Cell cycle—yeast [PATH:ko04111]

D

I

↑
↑

DNA repair and recombination proteins
[BR:ko03400]
Transcription and
translation

Tsup

Spliceosome [BR:ko03041]

↑

D

Spliceosome [PATH:ko03040]

↑

D

Aminoacyl-tRNA biosynthesis [PATH:
ko00970]

I

↓

Ribosome [BR:ko03011]

I

↓

Ribosome [PATH:ko03010]

I

↓

Ribosome biogenesis [BR:ko03009]

↑

D

Ribosome biogenesis in eukaryotes [PATH:
ko03008]

↑

D

RNA transport [PATH:ko03013]

I

↓

Translation factors [BR:ko03012]

I

↓

Invested (I) and divested (D) pathways are identiﬁed as described in the “Materials and methods”. The counts of KO IDs in each pathway and the
p-value for each pathway are in Supplementary dataset 2
a

Includes aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases and aminotransferases (transaminases)

b

Lysine biosynthesis from L-aspartate is downregulated

c

The pathway for the generation of acetyl-CoA is invested

d

Includes fatty acid synthases, fatty acid elongases, fatty acid desaturases, Acyl-CoA synthetase, and phospholipid acyltransferase
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mechanisms associated with both temperature acclimation
and adaptation, as well as the molecular basis for the general decreasing maximum growth rates with decreasing
temperatures in diatoms.

Transcriptional proﬁles after acclimation to Tsub and
Tsup are affected by investment and divestment in
each species
We veriﬁed the quality of our de novo assembly by showing
that a majority of the predicted proteins from the two
Chaetoceros species were homologous at the protein level
and were shared with the model diatoms Thalassiosira
pseudonana and Phaeodactylum tricornutum (Supplementary Fig. 1). Most of the genes differentially expressed in
the colder-adapted CCMP158 arise at Tsup relative to Tmax,
while most of the genes differentially expressed in the
warmer-adapted CCMP160 arise at Tsub relative to Tmax
(Table 1 and Supplementary Table 1). We hypothesize that
these differences in transcriptional responses across species
reﬂect evolutionary changes in gene expression after longterm exposure to different temperature regimes. There are
nine possible patterns that can describe the differential
expression of a gene across Tsub and Tsup within each species
(including no differential expression), each with a different
biological interpretation (Table 1). Two of these patterns are
increases or decreases in gene expression levels as a function of temperature regardless of the overall metabolic rates
of the whole organism, indicating that temperature is the
dominant factor altering expression. Differential expression
to compensate for changes in enzyme activity is a potential
cause of this pattern. Two more patterns of differential
expression can be recognized as being positively or negatively related to decreasing growth rates at Tsub and Tsup.
These growth rate driven patterns could reﬂect downregulation of cell-cycle related genes or an upregulation of
general stress response genes at Tsub and Tsup. The four
remaining patterns are differential expressions at only one
temperature relative to the optimum. These patterns could
arise from an elevated or depressed expression of genes at
the optimum temperature that is beneﬁcial at a colder or
warmer temperature. These four expression patterns in
which a species seems constitutively poised for one direction of temperature change may reﬂect an adaptive response
in overall gene expression we refer to here as investment or
divestment, similar to the concept of frontloading [29, 56].
For example, a species adapted to colder temperatures may
have elevated expression of genes related to protein
synthesis (a potentially beneﬁcial response to lower biosynthesis rates at colder temperatures) at its optimum temperature relative to its ancestor. This elevated expression
may result in no further increase in expression at even

colder temperatures and a decrease in expression at relatively warmer temperatures. A chi-squared test suggests that
the patterns of differential expression are independent
between the Tsub and Tsup treatments within each species. If
temperature adaptation changes gene expression, the patterns of differential expression would be different across the
two species that are adapted to different temperatures. A
proportionality test suggests that six out of eight differential
expression patterns are signiﬁcantly different across the two
species (Supplementary Table 2), but the strongest differences by a large margin are in the investment and divestment categories (Table 1). These counts differ between
species indicating these patterns are strongly related to
temperature adaptation. Therefore, we propose that diatoms
may adapt to different temperature regimes partially through
constitutive changes in the gene expression under their Tmax,
reducing the need for additional transcriptomic responses to
further increases or decreases in temperature. This hypothesis is consistent with the observed high levels of differential expression under supraoptimal but not under
suboptimal temperatures in the colder-adapted species and
in contrast the high levels of differential expression under
sub-optimal but not supra-optimal growth temperature in
the warm-adapted species.

Invested and divested pathways include known
physiological mechanisms associated with
temperature adaptation
Protein translation, especially the initiation of translation by
ribosomes, is slowed down by cooler temperatures [57, 58].
The diatoms Fragilariopsis cylindrus and Thalassiosira
pseudonana have both shown short-term compensatory
increases in ribosomal density and genes involved in ribosome production under low temperature [25]. Here we ﬁnd
that growth temperature inﬂuences the expression of genes
associated with translation and protein synthesis very differently across the two species. The investment of
aminoacyl-tRNA biosynthesis, ribosome proteins, RNA
transporters, and translation factors (Table 3) in the colderadapted species possibly reﬂects a high baseline expression
of these pathways to better compensate for lower translation
efﬁciency at cooler Tmax. Amino acid related enzymes
(enzymes for tRNA synthesis) were also invested (Table 3),
consistent with the investment of aminoacyl-tRNA biosynthesis. In contrast, there is an apparent divestment of
ribosome biogenesis and the spliceosome in the warmeradapted species (Table 3). Divestment of ribosome biogenesis in the warmer-adapted species not only reduces
material and energy expenditure, but may also moderate
polypeptide processing demand and thereby reduce proapoptotic ER stress, which is deﬁned as the disruption of ER
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function and increased load of unfolded proteins in the ER
lumen [59]. Investment of chaperones and folding catalysts
also helps to reduce ER stress (Table 3). The investment of
peptidases and proteasomes can facilitate the removal of
misfolded proteins in the ER and support overall faster
protein turnover under warmer temperatures [60] (Table 3).
These changes in baseline expression related to protein
metabolism indicate that future proteomics studies would
greatly complement our transcriptomic ﬁndings and help
reveal their ultimate physiological function.
Cooler temperatures have been hypothesized to increase
the ratio of P-rich rRNA relative to nitrogen-rich proteins in
phytoplankton, leading to large-scale biogeographic patterns in particulate N:P in the sea surface [25]. However, the
colder-adapted species in our study has a lower RNA to
protein ratio than the warmer-adapted species (Table 2).
This is due to the higher RNA content per unit volume in
the warmer-adapted species that is consistent with its faster
growth rate [61]. Our results indicate that RNA:Protein in
phytoplankton may not be a simple function of sea-surface
temperature, in part due to the resource allocation strategies
associated with adaptation to cold temperatures.
Colder temperatures slow down protein turnover rates
and reduce membrane ﬂuidity, which is reﬂected by the
compensatory investment in photosynthesis proteins and
biosynthesis of unsaturated fatty acids in the cold adapted
species (Table 3). The diatom T. pseudonana appears to
compensate for the high protein turnover requirements
associated with the photosynthetic protein complex PSII by
maintaining a large pool of inactive PSII repair cycle
intermediates except PsbA, the core protein of this complex
[62]. Cold-adapted phytoplankton appear to use a comparable strategy to cope with slower protein turnover by
maintaining higher photosynthetic protein quotas and more
stable photosynthetic pigment content compared to closely
related, warm-adapted species [63–65]. Similarly, we ﬁnd
the investment of the PSII proteins PsbD, PsbC, and PsbB
but not PsbA (Supplementary Table 4 and Supplementary
Fig. 3), investment of proteosomal and chl a biosynthesis
pathways (Table 3), and a more stable cellular chl a quota
(Table 2) in the colder-adapted CCMP158. These features
suggest a compensatory enhanced pool of PSII repair cycle
intermediates in CCMP158 when PSII turnover is slowed at
its lower Tmax [66]. Such cold adaptations are also accompanied by constitutively higher NPQ [63, 64] that may be
needed to dissipate the greater excess light energy associated with photosynthesis at colder temperatures [67],
which may explain the constitutively higher NPQ we
observed in CCMP 158.
An investment of biosynthesis of unsaturated fatty acids in
the colder-adapted species may facilitate the maintenance of
membrane ﬂuidity under cooler temperatures by modifying the
saturation state of the fatty acids in the lipid bilayers [23, 68].

Regulation of acetyl-CoA metabolism is essential for
diatom temperature adaptation
Light absorption, excitation energy transfer, and primary
photochemistry are essentially independent of temperature
[69], therefore in photosynthetic organisms, a change in
temperature alters metabolic balance [3, 7] and will vary the
ratio of central metabolites such as NADPH:NADP+ and
actyl-CoA:CoA (CoA: coenzyme A). We ﬁnd evidence of
investment in fatty acid metabolism in both species and
branched chain amino acid (BCAA, valine, leucine, and
isoleucine) metabolism in CCMP160 (Table 3) that indicates that actyl-CoA metabolism plays a key role in temperature adaptation in diatoms. Lipids are an electron sink
and can reduce the redox stress caused by imbalanced
NADPH:NADP+ [70]. An undersupply of acetyl-CoA,
which is the central metabolite for fatty acids and BCAA
metabolism, will reduce rates of cell division [71–73], while
excessively high level of cytosolic acetyl-CoA can result in
the overacetylation of cytosolic proteins and consequent
inhibition of enzyme activity [74]. We hypothesize that
invested pathways associated with fatty acid and BCAA
metabolism play a key role in temperature adaptation in
diatoms. Under cooler conditions, higher rates of fatty acid
biosynthesis help consume excess cytosolic acetyl-CoA
resulting from the decreased nuclear acetyl-CoA requirements when growth rates are slow [74] and excess NADPH
when temperature-independent, light-limited photosynthetic
rate exceeds the rate of NADPH consumption by the
temperature-dependent dark reactions. In contrast, under
warmer conditions, photosynthetic carbon ﬁxation may not
meet cellular biosynthetic demands of acetyl-CoA because
metabolic rate can exceed the temperature-independent
photosynthetic rate. On the other hand, intensive histone
acetylation resulting in excessive nuclear CoA may result in
programmed cell death at high concentration [72]. The
degradation of fatty acids and BCAA can supplement
acetyl-CoA production and may support higher growth rates
in the warmer-adapted species.

Molecular basis for lower maximum growth rates
under lower temperature
Generally, species adapted to higher temperatures have
higher growth rates. The molecular mechanism(s) that links
growth rate and temperature optima are largely unknown. In
the colder-adapted species we ﬁnd a divestment of genes
associated with the cell-cycle pathway [PATH:ko04141]
(Supplementary Table 3 and Supplementary Fig. 2). Most
of the divested genes are associated with S and mitotic
phases of the cell cycle (Supplementary Table 3 and Supplementary Fig. 2). DNA replication licensing factor
MCM3 (K02541) (MCM) is part of the minichromosome
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maintenance complex (MCM complex) that is required for
the initiation and regulation DNA replication during the S
phase [75]. The cohesion complex, condesin complex,
anaphase-promoting complex subunit 8 (APC8), which is
part of the anaphase promoting complex/cyclosome (APC/
C complex), and S-phase kinase-associated protein 1, which
is the essential component of the SCF (SKP1-CUL1-F-box
protein) ubiquitin ligase complex, are associated with the
separation of sister chromatids [76]. The relatively low
baseline expression of these cell-cycle genes and encoded
proteins may lengthen the G2 phase before mitosis and
contribute to larger cell volumes in CCMP158 (Table 2), as
previously reported in yeast [77]. The divested genes
associated with DNA synthesis and mitosis indicates a
molecular basis of the lower maximum growth rate of the
colder-adapted species under its optimal growth temperature (Fig. 1 and Table 2). However, more work is required
to determine if this is a general mechanism.
We veriﬁed our results for differential expression between
the two species under their respective Tmax using a pseudotranscriptome generated from all the diatom transcriptomes
deposited in the Marine Microbial Eukaryote Transcriptome
Sequencing Project (MMETSP) [78] (Supplementary Methods). The pathway analysis reveals that the expression level of
protein biosynthesis and photosynthesis related genes are
higher in CCMP158 than CCMP160 (Supplementary
Table 5), which is consistent with an investment in protein
biosynthesis and photosynthesis in CCMP158 and a divestment in ribosome and ribosome biogenesis in CCMP160.
Meanwhile, the higher expression level of cell-cycle related
pathways in CCMP160 is consistent with the divestment of
cell-cycle related pathway in CCMP158 (Supplementary
Table 5). Although investment in the proteasome was seen in
both species, the expression levels of proteasome related
genes are higher in CCMP158 than CCMP160. The enrichment of fatty acid biosynthesis in the genes with higher
expression in CCMP158, and the enrichment of fatty acid and
BCAA degradation in the genes with higher expression in
CCMP160 are not signiﬁcant, however, the distribution of
observed counts of KO IDs in these pathways are consistent
with the investment of fatty acid biosynthesis in CCMP158
and investment of fatty acid and BCAA degradation in
CCMP160 (Supplementary Table 5). These results further
support our hypothesis that temperature adaptation changes
the baseline expression level of key genes and pathways to
maintain metabolic homeostasis.
In conclusion, our results indicate that diatoms have
evolved different optimal growth temperatures via changes
in baseline expression (investment and divestment) of several key pathways including amino acid, carbohydrate,
energy, and lipid metabolism, protein folding sorting and
degradation, cell growth and death, and transcription and
translation (Table 3). As a result of evolutionary change in

gene expression, the colder- and warmer-adapted species
have largely different transcriptional responses to growth
under sub- and supra-optimal temperatures relative to their
individual optimal temperatures for growth. In aggregate,
these results indicate that short-term acclimation to temperature will be species speciﬁc and shaped by evolutionary
history. Future studies with lab-evolved strains could be
used to improve our understanding of the evolution and
ﬁtness costs associated with transcriptional investment/
divestment.
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